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Rule 3
Columbus, Ohio

Best New Center
New bowling center construction and existing center renovation did not grind to a complete halt in 2009, despite the worst economic downturn since the Great Depression. There definitely were fewer projects in the pipeline — but the quality of those projects was as high or perhaps higher than ever.

Take, for example, the winner of Bowlers Journal International’s 25th annual Architecture and Design Awards’ “Best New Center” award: Rule 3 in Reynoldsburg (Columbus), Ohio, an 18-lane “boutique bowling alley” that includes four lanes for private events.

Owned by Brian Stoner and designed by Glavan Feher Architects Inc., Bowl 3 was developed to evoke “a celebration of family.” The 30,000-square-foot center features a “hero wall” of multiple plasma screens beaming rolling video images of past local high school athletes, submitted by customers.

Other amenities include a gaming arcade with seven Wii zones, a 132-seat full-service restaurant, a Route 66 mini-bowling lounge, party rooms and private lounges, three outdoor sand volleyball courts, and a state-of-the-art audio-visual and lighting system.

Simply walk in the door, and you know you’re in for a unique experience as the entrance sequence begins with a suspended, inverted bowling lane in strike sequence. According to architect Jeff Glavan, this is “a representation of how the traditional experience has been overturned.”

Red lantern lights highlight the seating and perpendicular axis at the end of the gallery, part of a red and black color scheme throughout the center. Various carpet designs and wall treatments also help define Rule 3’s various areas.
This “green project,” featured in the September issue of BJI, features the handiwork of New York Design Architects and Tristam Steinberg Design. “We set out to build a place that would bring people together to actually interact with each other,” says owner Charley Ryan. The 1882 ironworks building which houses the bowling center required a great deal of structural work, but the finished product is, in a word, stunning.

Part of The Meadows Racetrack & Casino complex, Meadows Lanes features 24 lanes in a 25,000-square-foot space that also includes a 4-lane VIP suite, bar/lounge and meeting rooms.

The center caters to leagues and open play bowlers during the week, then assumes a club persona on the weekends. Climans Green Liang Architects Inc. and Yates-Silverman Inc. handled the design.
RULES? WE DON’T NEED NO STINKIN’ RULES!
Ohio’s Rule (3) FEC is far from a conventional center.

BY JIM DRESSEL

TO PARAPHRASE the bandito responding to Humphrey Bogart’s character in the classic film Treasure of Sierra Madre, “Rules? We don’t have no rules. I don’t have to show you any stinkin’ rules!”

No rules? That’s the way brand developer Brad Circone of Circone & Assocs. and co-owners Brian Stoner and Don Smith envisioned the schematics for the newest bowling alley-restaurant-fun center in Pickerington, O., just outside Columbus. They preferred to break the rules — if not make their own — rather than follow the proven formulae of most FEC emporiums. That makes this facility worthy of more extensive scrutiny than it already got as a headliner in BJI’s 2009 Architecture & Design Awards.

So just how did they break new ground? Consider:
First is the name, Rule (3), which hits you before you even enter the place.
Then comes the three inverted bowling lanes, with pins and balls, on the ceiling just inside the front doors.
Not satisfied with two “conventional” bowling areas — with 14 lanes in the main area and four behind a wall for private events — they added a six-lane Route 66 mini bowling lounge from QubicaAMF to round out the package.
Add in a Wii lounge, with about a half-dozen small rooms holding Wii and Xbox 360 machines attached to giant flat-screen televisions, as well as two adult-size adjoining party rooms.
Then consider the adjoining alcove, holding three volleyball courts, a patio that can seat more than 50, a fire pit and a picnic area.
Factor in an area with 40 video games that also contains two party rooms joined by sliding doors for flexibility.
Finally, there is an 80-seat bar with a wall of flat-screen TVs, and you have most of the recreational accoutrements.
All of this is besides a 120-seat restaurant, with Etch-a-Sketches and penny-hockey games on each table, and a menu that features food made from scratch and specials that might include fresh diver scallops or, as it did recently, cioppino.

Little wonder this 30,000-square-foot architectural jewel was voted Best New Center in BJI’s Design Competition.

Stoner and Smith knew they wanted to focus on “family” and “community,” and worked with Jeff Glavan of Glavan Feher Architects to design a space that “celebrates the family” while doing so in the context of the 21st century.

The center itself is designed to appeal to families, with food and fun for all age groups. It’s not just another bowling lounge. The community aspect is reflected in a mural of Pickerington life created by photographer Kent Smith that includes images of local athletes, another key innovation.

Stoner said that, as they spent their $5 million on branding and construction, they weren’t looking for a “gi-
Can a Center Make More Green by ‘Going Green’?

Brooklyn Bowl is defined by its environmentally friendly design.

By Dennis Bergendorf

There’s a lot of talk about going green. Well (with apologies to Keith Richards and a thousand others), “talk is cheap.” But there is a brand spanking new bowling center (in Brooklyn, of all places) that’s putting its money (a lot of it) where its mouth is.

The center, Brooklyn Bowl, is in the process of being certified by the U.S. Green Building Council under its LEED program, which means it will have met the council’s standards for energy savings, water efficiency, CO2 emission reduction, indoor environmental quality, and stewardship of resources.

Assuming that Brooklyn Bowl does become officially certified (the owners should know by October), one important question remains: What about the bottom line? Can “going green” really help a center make more money?

Partner Charley Ryan gives an emphatic “yes” to that question, but he quickly adds that environmental stewardship is only one part of the business plan, and a relatively small one at that. It is being promoted, but the mission is to create a fun, hip experience built around the game of bowling.

As the center opened its doors recently, it was clear that Brooklyn Bowl was treading some very unfamiliar ground for a bowling center. It is, to a very large degree, a work in progress.

Let’s take a look inside this 16-lane facility, right across the East River from Manhattan...

First of all, it’s more of a bowling lounge than a center, and it’s definitely not an FEC — no arcade, no redemption center, and no minors allowed after 6 p.m. It features two bars, one a whopping 55 feet long, and dining will be provided by the chichi Blue...
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Ribbon chain of gourmet restaurants.

The bowl is housed in a semi-historic building that dates back to the 1880s (as a former ironworks), in the middle of a waterfront industrial/warehouse district that's being gentrified with apartments and condos, the price tag on some approaching seven figures.

But what really sets Brooklyn Bowl apart is its 600-capacity music venue, designed to provide up-and-coming bands a break-out vehicle. "I can think of acts that, if we put them on in the middle of a busy Saturday night, the general reaction will be, 'Whoa! Who is that?' And they'll have a lot more fans," Ryan says. Music (and we're not talking country, folk or jazz) will be such a part of the scene that Brooklyn Bowl's tag-line is, "Rock. And Roll."

Ryan and partner Peter Shapiro know something about entertainment venues and breaking out musical acts. They got their start in an enterprise called Wetlands Preserve, billed as a combination live music venue and social activism center. It closed in 2001, but not before helping launch Counting Crows, Pearl Jam and the Dave Matthews Band, among others.

It was pretty much a given that the next endeavor would be long on social activism, especially of the environmental variety. "We knew right from the beginning that we wanted this to be a green project," Ryan has said.

So, why bowling? That idea had its roots when he and Shapiro would throw staff parties — at bowling centers. He noticed that some of his associates, who were deadly serious and even a bit uptight regarding perceived social injustice, became (shall we say?) regular people on the lanes. "If bowling is presented properly, people always have a good time," he observes.

The partners decided to give the bowling business a go, believing that "we could do it better," Ryan says.

The result is a sparkling, if slightly eccentric, entertainment palace. The aforementioned concert hall is a "full-on music venue, with big-time lights and sound." That sound will resonate through the entire facility, making the tenpin action something akin to "rock 'n' bowl," but without the "cosmic."

The dining experience may qualify as the best in a bowling establishment anywhere — Blue Ribbon's other eight restaurants have won countless awards with fare such as shrimp Provencal ($26.50) and grilled skate ($27.75). However, plans called for a more modest menu including burgers and chicken, as well as spotlighting a to-die-for fresh-baked French bread pizza, with nothing over $20.

Eight high-def TV screens mask the QubicaAMF string technology TMS pinspotters (pins-on-a-string means no USBC certification — not that the center is planning on any leagues), TMS is billed as consuming only 25 percent of the electricity of conventional machines.

That there are no windmills above Brooklyn Bowl is no problem. It's signed onto Consolidated Edison's Green Power program, which lets customers purchase (at a premium) electricity generated by wind turbines. The HVAC system employs sensors that limit the amount of outside air that's pulled in, saving energy. Plus, two giant ceiling fans re-circulate interior air.

The green appointments don't stop at the electric meter. The music venue's stage is comprised of recycled vehicle tires, and the lounge features a floor made of reclaimed cork. All woods have been certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.

"Green" is a big theme in the bar, where water isn't bottled, and there's no bottled or canned beer.
Brooklyn Bowl doesn’t sell bottled water (it comes right from the tap, although filtered, free to the customer), and there’s no bottled or canned beer. Strictly local and regional brews are served on-tap, poured in glass mugs — tempered glass, to prevent breakage. (Not importing, even from Milwaukee or Colorado, means less fuel burned in transportation.) There’s even a rack outside that secures up to 30 bicycles.

Ryan and Shapiro want Brooklyn Bowl to become as trendy as its neighborhood (next door is the hip Brooklyn Brewery bar). Hours of operation call for it to be a night spot, open at 6 p.m. weeknights, and not closing until 2 a.m. — and staying open until 4 on Saturday and Sunday mornings. It opens at 11 a.m. Saturday and Sunday, the only time kids are allowed in (until 6 p.m.).

“Our neighborhood lends itself to late hours,” Ryan says. “Our activities lend themselves. Our relationship with Blue Ribbon lends itself, because their restaurants have a reputation for late-night fun.”

Bowling lanes are rented by the hour, with one lane going for $30 off-peak, and up to $50 between 8 p.m. and midnight. Parties are being booked, but Ryan hopes to avoid renting the entire facility because of the disruption that it would cause to his open play. But that may change.

Ryan declines to reveal the start-up costs, saying only that it’s more than a conventional 16-laner, but far less than the price tag of a major FEC. The QubicaAMF equipment was sold and installed by BowlingEquipment.us.

Ryan says the cost for LEED (Leadership Energy and Environmental Design) certification amounted to “several hundred thousand,” and that includes not only capital costs, but fees for consultants and other experts.

As for the value of being environmentally friendly, he sees it “working two ways.” The first is that “the young crowd will respond to it.” And his staff has received “a high number” of inquiries from corporations. “Many firms have mission statements that include doing business with green businesses. And others just want to go to places that are forward-thinking.”

Green. In business, it can mean two different things. Charley Ryan believes he has found the best of both. And he’s one bowling proprietor who is proving that he not only can talk the talk, but walk the walk.
On-Lane Redemption

Drive your business, one ticket at a time

Redemption games are increasingly popular among today’s youth and open play bowlers. They represent a successful revenue generating tool for centers that cater to these market segments. Redemption is shown to increase key areas of your business including your party business and F&B sales, along with open play bowling.

The On-Lane Redemption System by QubicaAMF was designed to integrate with the Bowler Entertainment System and Conqueror Pro Management System, to provide a complete, customizable solution for managing your bowling center redemption activity.